
® Bennett BlueFueler  400 Series DEF 
Dispenser 

Heated and Non-Heated Diesel-DEF Combo Dispenser 

 
The Bennett 400 BlueFueler® Series is a class of DEF dispensers designed for use in commercial and retail locations where demanding 

users require durability, ruggedness and affordability.  The BlueFueler® Series is based on world-class engineering providing users with 

a solid return on investment due to high reliability and a low cost of ownership. With many configurations to choose from, there is a 400 

Series dispenser to fit your needs.  

 Ideal for use with aboveground and underground storage systems 

 Weights and Measures (NIST) approved DEF meter to ensure precise fluid measurement 

 Stainless steel rotary meter, with only two moving parts, providing maximum durability and 

reliability 

 One and two sided Combination Diesel and DEF units available 

 60 GPM Diesel flow rate on combo models 

 Optional heating system for cold weather applications 

 Interface to commercial cardlock and retail point-of-sale systems 

 Optional PCI compliant payment system 

 Single board electronic design for highest reliability and low cost of ownership 

 Corrosion resistant construction and UV protection offers maximum durability 

 Hydraulic lines include check valves to ensure wetted components 

 Optional internal 15 foot hose reels 

 LED back lighting is energy efficient and long lasting 

 Local Preset option available by dollar or volume (retail units only) 

 Volume measurement available in gallons or liters 

 Available with or without dollar registration 

 Optional Add-on kit for existing Bennett BigFueler/Big Squirt High Flow Diesel Dispensers 

 

Models include (Available in Heated or Non-Heated versions): 
400BB- BigBlue DEF Retrofit kit for Pumps in service, High Frames ONLY 
410D- 1 sided unit, one DEF hose 
420D- 2 sided unit, one DEF hose per side 
420E- 1 sided unit, one DEF hose plus one Diesel hose * 
430E- 2 sided unit, one DEF hose plus two Diesel hoses* 
430F- 2 sided unit, one DEF hose plus two Diesel hoses* 
440E- 2 sided unit, one DEF hose plus one Diesel hose per side* 
  *High Hose Frames Only 
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      420E High Hose BigFueler DEF Combo 

Simply Better.  That’s our logo tag line, but also our design philosophy:  to minimize 

hydraulic connections and to reduce the number of electronic circuit boards and related 

wiring, cables, and connectors.  Bennett has worked hard to fully understand the unique 

physical properties of DEF.  Our BlueFueler® reflects that level of commitment. 

 

BlueFueler® provides innovative technology for both fleet owners and retail fuel marketers.  

With over 90 years of fuel dispenser manufacturing experience,  we have committed to 

providing you the correct blend of technology, styling, price and service – this dedication 

continues with the Bennett BlueFueler® Series. 
      410D DEF Dispenser 



® 

 Weights and Measures (NIST) approved DEF meter to ensure precise fluid measurement 

 Small footprint (52" x 13" x 11"), ideal for use with barrels, totes and aboveground and underground storage systems 

 Stainless steel rotary meter, with only two moving parts, providing maximum durability and reliability 

 Interface to commercial cardlock and retail point-of-sale systems 

 Single board electronic design for highest reliability and low cost of ownership 

 Corrosion resistant construction and UV protection offers maximum durability 

 Hydraulic lines include check valves to ensure wetted components 

 LED back lighting, energy efficient and long lasting 

 Low tote or tank indicator light (available in suction units only) 

 Local Preset option available by dollar or volume (retail units only) 

 Volume measurement available in gallons, liters or imperial gallons 

 Available with or without dollar registration 
 
 

Models include: 
105S - 5 GPM suction, commercial (gallons-only) 
110S - 10 GPM suction, commercial (gallons-only) 
110R - 10 GPM remote, commercial (gallons-only) 
 
205S - 5 GPM suction, retail (dollar and gallon) 
210S - 10 GPM suction, retail (dollar and gallon) 
210R - 10 GPM remote, retail (dollar and gallon) 

Model 210S 
For use in Non-Hazardous Locations 

Environmental - For use between 12° - 90° F 

Bennett BlueFueler   100 and 200 
Series for Diesel Exhaust Fluid 
 

Industry’s first complete line of DEF pumps and 
remote dispensers 
 
The Bennett 100 and 200 BlueFueler® Series is a class of Weights and Measures (NIST) approved DEF dispensers 

designed for use in commercial and retail locations where demanding users require durability, ruggedness and affordability.  

The BlueFueler® Series is based on world-class engineering providing users with a solid return on investment due to high 

reliability and a low cost of ownership. 

Simply Better.  That’s our logo tag line, but also our design philosophy:  

to minimize hydraulic connections and to reduce the number of electronic 

circuit boards and related wiring, cables, and connectors.  Bennett has 

worked hard to fully understand the unique physical properties of DEF.  

Our BlueFueler® reflects that level of commitment. 

 

BlueFueler® provides innovative technology for both fleet owners and retail 

fuel marketers.  With over 90 years of fuel dispenser manufacturing 

experience,  we have committed to providing you the correct blend of 

technology, styling, price and service – this dedication continues with the 

Bennett BlueFueler® Series. 
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